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HASBRO BEYBLADE, GAMING, NERF, STAR WARS AND TRANSFORMERS SWEET SUITE ONE SHEET  
 

Beyblade Burst Rise Hypersphere Vortex Climb Battle Set  

(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Fall 2020) 
Drop in to victory with BEYBLADE BURST RISE HYPERSPHERE tech! HYPERSPHERE 

VORTEX CLIMB customizable Beystadium consists of 4 sections specially 
designed for exciting BEYBLADE BURST battles. Climb up the ramp to reach the 
Battle Axis and speed up your attack. Gain an edge over your contenders, then 

drop in from the Brink Plane for head-to-head collisions in the Battle Ring. Get 
the drop on your opponents for exciting, high-intensity battles! Battle Axis level 
is removable for two ways to play. Customize the course of battle, take your to 

battle: BEYBLADE BURST HYPERSPHERE VORTEX CLIMB customizable 
Beystadium with removable Battle Axis piece, 2 right/left-spin BEYBLADE BURST 

launchers and 2 HYPERSPHERE battling tops with GT Chips. Go head to head 
with GOLDEN JUDGEMENT DRAGON D5 and PRIME APOCALYPSE A5 
HYPERSPHERE tops. Available at most major retailers. 

 
 
DEER PONG  

(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Players: 2+/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: 
7/1/2020) 

Oh Deer! Meet Bucky the Stag, the talking deer who amps up the fun in this 
funny and frantic race to be the first team to land its 3 balls in the antler cups. 
You don't know what this wise-cracking stag is going to say next! There will be 

lots of laughs as Bucky the Stag moves his mouth while he trash-talks players 
and is entertaining with music and other ridiculous banter. Switch to “Joke 

Mode,” to hear his eye-rolling jokes and phrases. Requires 3 AA batteries, not 
included. Available at most major retailers. 
 

 
NERF ULTRA THREE BLASTER  
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/Available: Fall 2020)  

The NERF ULTRA THREE BLASTER features pump-action blasting and an eight-
dart internal clip. Show your dart-firing skills as you pump the priming handle 

and press the trigger to fire eight darts in a row before it's time to reload. On-
board storage for four darts (additional darts sold separately). Includes eight 
NERF ULTRA darts that are compatible only with NERF ULTRA blasters. Send 

darts flying through the air up to an awesome 120 feet (36 meters)! Eyewear 
recommended (not included). Includes: blaster, eight darts, and instructions. 
Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 
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Star Wars The Child Animatronic Edition  
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $59.99/Available: Fall 2020) 

From HASBRO’S STAR WARS Collection comes THE CHILD ANIMATRONIC 
EDITION toy with sounds and motorized sequences! He may look like “BABY 

YODA,” but this lovable creature is called THE CHILD – and now you can become 
his protector with this animatronic toy from STAR WARS. Touching the top of 
THE CHILD’S head activates over 25 sound and motion combinations, including 

happy and excited sounds, giggles, babbles, and more, all while the toy’s head 
moves up and down, ears move back and forth, and eyes open and close. Boys 
and girls can pretend to harness the power of the Force as THE CHILD toy closes 

its eyes, raises its arm, and sighs as if exerting a great amount of energy. Lay 
THE CHILD toy down and it will close its eyes and take a “Force nap.” Includes 

figure and Mandalorian pendant. Requires 2 AAA batteries, included. Available 
at most major retailers.  

Transformers Bumblebee Cyberverse Adventures Battle Call Officer Optimus 

Prime 
(Ages 6 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/ Available: August 1, 2020) 
The Officer Class BATTLE CALL OPTIMUS PRIME figure is an impressive 10 inches 

tall and easily converts from truck to robot mode in 14 steps. Officer Class BATTLE 
CALL OPTIMUS PRIME features voice-activated phrases, lights and sounds for a 

cool new play experience. Kids can use voice activation to armor up their 
OPTIMUS PRIME in translucent Energon Armor that flips out from behind the 
figure and onto the chest, complete with sound effects. With the included 

signature pull-n-covert weapon, OPTIMUS PRIME is ready for battle! Officer class 
BATTLE CALL OPTIMUS PRIME also says 20+ phrases such as “AUTOBOTS Unite!” 
and “AUOTBOTS Roll Out!”, and can command Trooper Class figures with 

interactive sounds. The OPTIMUS PRIME figure is inspired by the heroic AUTOBOT 
leader from the TRANSFORMERS BUMBLEBEE CYBERVERSE ADVENTURES series, 

as seen on Cartoon Network and YouTube. With Battle Call Officer Class figures, 
kids can lead the charge to action with voice-activated Energon Power. Collect 
other Battle Call Trooper and Officer Class figures (each sold separately, subject 

to availability) to discover more exciting characters from the G1-inspired 
CYBERVERSE series – one of the best ways to introduce young and new fans to 

the exciting world of TRANSFORMERS! Available at Walmart only. 

Transformers Bumblebee Cyberverse Adventures Battle Call Officer 
Bumblebee 

 (Ages 6 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $49.99 / Available: August 1, 2020) 
The Officer Class BATTLE CALL BUMBLEBEE figure is an impressive 10 inches tall 
and easily converts from car to robot mode in 10 steps. Officer Class BATTLE CALL 

BUMBLEBEE features voice-activated phrases, lights and sounds for a cool new 
play experience. Kids can use voice activation to armor up their BUMBLEBEE in 

translucent Energon Armor that flips out from behind the figure and onto the 
chest, complete with sound effects. With the included signature pull-n-covert 
weapon, BUMBLEBEE is ready for battle! Officer class BATTLE CALL BUMBLEBEE 

also says 15+ phrases such as “AUTOBOTS, Unite! and “Go AUTOBOTS!”, and can 
command Trooper Class figures with interactive sounds. The BUMBLEBEE figure 



is inspired by the courageous AUTOBOT scout from the TRANSFORMERS 
BUMBLEBEE CYBERVERSE ADVENTURES series, as seen on Cartoon Network and 

YouTube. With Battle Call Officer Class figures, kids can lead the charge to action 
with voice-activated Energon Power. Collect other Battle Call Trooper and Officer 

Class figures (each sold separately, subject to availability) to discover more 
exciting characters from the G1-inspired CYBERVERSE series – one of the best 
ways to introduce young and new fans to the exciting world of TRANSFORMERS! 

Available at most major toy retailers. 
 

 

 
 


